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The kinetic energy dependences of the reactions o f N i^ (n =  2 - 1 6 )  with CD4 are studied in a 
guided ion beam  tandem  m ass spectrom eter over the energy range o f 0 -1 0  eV. The m ain products 
are hydride form ation N inD + , dehydrogenation to form  N inC D j , and double dehydrogenation 
yielding N inC + . These prim ary products decom pose at h igher energies to fo rm N inC D + , N in_ iD + ,
N in_ ^ + , N in_ iC D + , and N in_ iC D ^  . N inCD ^ (n =  5 - 9 )  and N in_ iC D ^  (n3= 4 )  are not 
observed. In general, the efficiencies o f the single and double dehydrogenation processes increase 
w ith cluster size. All reactions exhibit thresholds, and cross sections for the various prim ary and 
secondary reactions are analyzed to yield reaction thresholds from  which bond energies for nickel 
cluster cations to C, CD, CD2, and CD3 are determined. The relative m agnitudes o f these bond 
energies are consistent w ith sim ple bond order considerations. B ond energies for larger clusters 
rapidly reach relatively constant values, which are used to estim ate the chem isorption energies o f the 
C, CD, CD2, and CD3 m olecular fragm ents to nickel surfaces. © 2004 A m er ica n  In s titu te  o f  
P hysics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1814095]
I. INTRODUCTION
Transition m etal clusters have been extensively investi­
gated over the past two decades. Part of the interest in  such 
species involves the transition from  the atom ic state to the 
bulk phase by observing the developm ent of the physical and 
chem ical properties with increasing cluster size. Clusters are 
often characterized by a high degree o f coordinative unsat­
uration with a num ber o f dangling bonds and, therefore, m ay 
be useful as m odels for catalysts.1,2 In addition, clusters act 
as an ideal interface between experim ental and theoretical 
studies. The size dependence o f cluster reactivities is a  fas­
cinating and intriguing issue and has attracted m uch attention 
both theoretically and experim entally.3-7 Our group has m ea­
sured bond energies for transition m etal cluster-ligand 
com plexes8-20 using guided ion beam  tandem  m ass spec­
trometry. Surprisingly, these therm ochem ical values rapidly 
reach plateaus that are com parable to sim ilar quantities for 
m etal surfaces, when available. For example, in  the Fen 
+  D 2 reaction system ,8 we found that Fe^ - D  bond energies 
reach a relatively constant value of about 2 .6± 0 .1  eV for 
ns* 10, which is close to the bulk phase value of about 2.8 eV 
for hydrogen binding to bulk Fe(100), Fe(110), and Fe(111) 
surfaces.21,22 Likewise, bond energies for Fe^ to CD and 
CD2 obtained from  the Fen CD4 reaction system  reach p la­
teaus of about 5 .7 ± 0 .4  and 4 .2 ± 0 .4  eV, respectively, for n 
10.15 These values are in reasonable agreem ent with values 
o f 6.2 and 4.5 eV, respectively, estim ated using a bond order 
conservation-M orse potential BO C -M P approach for bind­
ing to Fe/W (110) surfaces,22 but no experim ental data is
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available for such species. These data do suggest that the 
cluster-surface analogy provides relevant therm odynam ic in ­
form ation for surface science and catalysis.
Surface catalytic reactions o f CH4 on nickel m etal sur­
faces have been studied extensively because these reactions 
are involved in  industrially im portant processes, such as 
steam  reform ing o f m ethane and m ethanation o f carbon 
m onoxide.23 The steam -reform ing process, CH4 H 2O 
- > C O + 3H 2 , transform s natural gas together with steam  to 
synthesis gas CO and H 2) over supported N i catalysts, 
w here the rate-lim iting step is usually the dissociative chemi- 
sorption o f m ethane on the nickel catalyst. This is often the 
first step in  a chain o f heterogeneous catalytic processes that 
generate m ore com plicated chem ical products from  CO and 
H2 . M uch fundam ental experim ental as well as theoretical 
w ork has been devoted to investigate the activation o f m eth­
ane and absorption o f CHX (x =  0 - 3 )  species on nickel sur­
faces. From  therm al experim ents, activation energies for 
m ethane dissociation on Ni(111), (100), and (110) surfaces 
w ere found to lie in the range o f 2 7 -5 9  kJ/m ol.24-27 N 0rskov 
and co-workers have suggested that these values are prob­
ably low because low  pressures o f m ethane do not allow 
efficient therm al equilibration between the gas phase and the 
single crystal surface.28 M olecular beam  experim ents m ea­
sured a state-resolved sticking coefficient curve from  the 
lowest vibrational state o f m ethane and give the estim ated 
barrier height for dissociative chem isorption o f m ethane as 
7 0 -9 0  kJ/m ol.29,30 Besides the translational energy in the 
beam, a key factor to determ ine the sticking coefficient is the 
internal energy o f m ethane, which is believed to couple to a 
C -H  bond stretch at the transition state. Such an interpreta­
tion was confirmed by calculations o f the dynam ics o f CH4 
dissociation on a m odel potential energy surface.31-33 The 
existence o f adsorbed CH3 and CH species on nickel sur-
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faces has been identified using high resolution electron en­
ergy loss spectrom etry.34,35 A ll CHx (x =  0 - 3 )  fragm ents on 
a Ni(111) surface have been observed using secondary ion 
m ass spectrom etry.36
Theoretical studies of m ethane dissociation on nickel 
surfaces have been perform ed to predict the activation o f the 
C -H  bond and the relative stabilities o f adsorbed CHx spe­
cies. Early w ork concentrated on the insertion of a single 
nickel atom  into the C -H  bond in m ethane37 or follow ed a 
sem iem pirical approach to cluster m odels o f adsorption.38 
Several ab in itio  studies at the configuration interaction 
level39-41 addressed the chem isorption o f CH4 or CH3 on a 
N i 111 surface represented by cluster models. These studies 
reported a barrier o f 71 kJ/m ol for dissociative chem isorp­
tion of CH4 to yield CH3 and H on Ni(111) threefold hollow 
sites,39 and o f 6 3 -7 1  kJ/m ol on a Ni(100) surface m odeled 
by a N i13 cluster.42 D ensity functional theory (DFT) has also 
been applied to study the dissociation o f m ethane on various 
cluster m odels.43,44 The calculated barrier heights are very 
sensitive to cluster size, ranging from  41 kJ/m ol for single Ni 
atom  insertion to 214 kJ/m ol for N i7 and to 121 kJ/m ol for 
N i13. Recent D FT calculations45-50 investigated the adsorp­
tion o f CH4 and form ation of CHx (x =  0 - 3 )  on various 
nickel surfaces, providing barriers in the range o f 100-109  
kJ/m ol for CH4 activation and o f 7 0 -8 5  kJ/m ol for further 
activation o f the resultant CHx (x =  1 - 3 )  species. The stabil­
ity o f CHx fragm ents on different sites was also examined.
In the present study, we investigate the reactions o f size- 
selected nickel cluster cations 2  - 1 6  atoms with m ethane 
using guided ion beam  tandem  m ass spectrometry. By m ea­
suring and analyzing the kinetic energy dependence o f the 
reaction products from  therm al energies to 10 eV, we are 
able to determ ine threshold energies for a num ber o f p ro­
cesses and obtain bond energies for hydrocarbon m olecular 
fragments, CH, CH2, and CH3, to size-specific nickel clus­
ter cations. This investigation gives insight into C -H  bond 
activation on nickel surfaces and provides quantitative ther­
m odynam ic inform ation regarding the interm ediates and 
products form ed in these reactions. This therm odynam ic in­
form ation is com pared to available experim ental and theoret­
ical estimates.
II. EXPERIMENT
The ion beam  apparatus and experim ental techniques 
used in this w ork have been described in detail elsew here,51 
so only a b rief description is given here. The form ation of 
nickel cluster cations is achieved by laser vaporization/ 
ionization and an ensuing expansion.52 The output o f a  cop­
per vapor laser (Oxford ACL 35, 511 and 578 nm, 3 - 4  m J/ 
pulse, operating at 7 kHz is tightly focused onto a 
continuously translating and rotating nickel target rod inside 
an alum inum  source block. The plasm a is entrained in a con­
tinuous flow [ ( 5 - 6 )  X 103 SCCM  (SCCM — cubic centim e­
ter per m inute at STP)] o f He passing over the ablation sur­
face. Frequent collisions and rapid m ixing lead to the 
form ation o f therm alized clusters as they travel down a
2  m m  diam eter 63 m m  long condensation tube. The gas 
m ixture expands into a field-free region, is skimmed, and 
then passes through two differentially pum ped regions. The
expansion further cools the internal m odes of the clusters so 
that these are assum ed to be therm alized to near room
tem perature.53-55
The positively charged ions are extracted from  the ion 
source, accelerated, focused, and injected into a 60° m ag­
netic sector m om entum  analyzer. The m ass selected ions are 
decelerated to a desired kinetic energy, and focused into a 
radio-frequency rf  octopole ion guide56 that extends 
through a reaction cell w here the neutral gas CD4 is intro­
duced. The pressure o f CD4 neutral reactant gas (99.8% pu­
rity in the reaction cell is kept relatively low 0 .2 -0 .4  
m Torr to reduce the probability o f m ultiple collisions with 
the ions. A ll reactions were conducted at two or m ore pres­
sures o f CD4, which verified that all products observed are 
the result o f single bim olecular encounters between the reac­
tants. The octopole guide is biased with dc and r f  voltages. 
The form er allows us to accurately control the translational 
energy o f the incom ing ions, whereas the latter establishes a 
radial potential that efficiently traps the parent and product 
ions that travel through the octopole. The product and re­
m aining reactant ions drift to the end of the octopole, where 
they are extracted and injected into a  quadrupole m ass filter 
for m ass analysis. Finally, the ion intensities are m easured 
w ith a D aly detector57 coupled with standard pulse counting 
techniques. Reactant ion intensities used in these studies 
ranged from  ( 1- 8 ) x  105 ions/s. Observed product-ion in­
tensities are converted to absolute reaction cross sections on 
the basis o f the 4 collection characteristics o f the octopole, 
as discussed in detail elsew here.58 Absolute errors in the 
cross sections are on the order of 30%.
D ata collection for each reaction system  was repeated 
several tim es to ensure reproducibility o f results. Collision- 
induced dissociation (C ID  experim ents with X e were per­
form ed on all the cluster ions to verify their identity and the 
absence o f any excessive internal excitation. In all instances, 
CID thresholds are consistent with those previously 
reported.55 The absolute zero in the kinetic energy o f the ions 
and their energy distributions the latter varying w ith cluster 
size from  0.7 to 2.0 eV) were m easured using the octopole as 
a  retarding energy analyzer. The error associated with the 
absolute energy scale is 0.05 eV in the lab frame. Kinetic 
energies in the laboratory fram e are converted to center-of- 
m ass CM  energies using the stationary target approxim a­
tion, E ( CM) =  E ( lab) X m / (m +  M ) , where m  and M  are the 
m asses o f the neutral and ionic reactants, respectively.58 U n­
less stated, otherw ise all energies quoted in the following 
correspond to the CM  frame.
The products observed in this w ork include N inCD ^ and 
N inD + species where x = 0 - 3 .  A ccurate m easurem ents of 
the intensities o f these species is m ost conveniently accom ­
plished by using deuterated m ethane to m axim ize the peak 
separation and by adjusting the resolution of the quadrupole 
m ass filter to be as high as possible without reducing the 
product-ion intensities. In all cases, the cross sections re­
ported below  have been corrected for m ass overlap with 
other species.
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III. RESULTS
Nin (nThe reactions o f nickel cluster cations,
=  2 - 1 6 ) ,  w ith CD4 were studied varying the relative kinetic 
energy over a range o f therm al to 10 eV in the center-of- 
m ass frame. D euterated m ethane was used to enhance the 
m ass separation between products. To help organize the re­
sults o f the m yriad reactions observed, we first note which 
processes are possible and observed in  at least one o f the 
cluster systems. These can be classified into reactions in 
which no loss o f nickel atoms occurs, processes 1 -  5 :
N i CD4 N inD CD3












At higher energies, products having few er nickel atoms are 
form ed in  dissociations o f the products form ed in reactions 
(1 )-(5 ). Reactions (6 )-(10 ) com prise the latter types o f p ro­
cesses observed:
N in +  CD4—>Nin_ +  N i+  CD3
-^•Nin_ 1^  +  N iCD 3 
-> N in_ 1C+ + N i+ 2 D 2 
-^•Nin_ 1CD + + N iD + D 2 
-^•Nin_ 1CD2+ +  N R D 2 







The only other products observed are form ed in  the simple 
collision-induced dissociation reaction 11 :
N in+ +  C D ^ N i B+_ 1 +  N R  CD4 . 11
In m ost cases, the identity o f the concom itant neutral prod­
ucts is obvious but in reactions 6 , 8 , and 10 , two path­
ways are possible and identification of the observed path­
ways relies on therm odynam ic arguments, as discussed 
below. For reactions 8 and 10 , these therm odynam ic ar­
gum ents are used to discount form ation o f the alternate neu­
tral products, N i+ D  rather than NiD. As noted above, the 
pressure dependences o f the cross sections dem onstrate that 
all reactions observed result from  a single collision between 
nickel cluster cations and m ethane.
A. Ni++CD4
Previous experim ents59 have shown that only endother- 
m ic processes, reactions 1 , 4 , and 5 , occur in  the inter­
actions o f atom ic nickel ions with m ethane. The product ion, 
N iH , dom inates the product spectrum  at all energies exam ­
ined. Smaller am ounts o f N iCH 2 and N iC H 3 are also ob­
served and account for about 12% o f the total product d istri­
bution. A m ore detailed study of this reaction system  using 
the present experim ental apparatus also finds the m inor prod­
ucts, N iC H + and N iC + , at higher energies.60 This study also 
m easures a barrier in  excess o f the endotherm icity for dehy­
FIG. 1. Product cross sections for the reaction of Ni2 with CD4 as a func­
tion of collision energy in the center of mass lower x axis and laboratory 
axis upper x axis . Parts a and b show Ni2L and NiL cross sections, 
respectively.
drogenation o f m ethane by N i+ as 0 .5 8 ± 0 .1 0  eV. This value 
is in  good agreem ent with that calculated by theory, which 
attributes the barrier to a four-centered transition state in  the 
H2 elim ination step o f the reaction.60
B. Nl£+CD4
A ddition o f a second nickel atom  to the reactant cluster 
ion greatly increases the com plexity o f the reaction system. 
F igure 1 shows results for reaction o f the nickel dim er cation 
w ith m ethane. A num ber o f different products are form ed in 
reactions ( 1) - ( 6) and (8) - ( 11), which are all endothermic. 
The dom inant process at all energies is form ation of N i2D 
in reaction (1). A t higher energies, N i2D + can lose a nickel 
atom  to form  N iD + in reaction (6a). The CID product 
form ed in  reaction 11 is also im portant, with a cross section 
m agnitude com parable to that o f N i2D at higher energies. 
This is reasonable given that the nickel dim er cation has the 
w eakest bond energy o f all nickel cluster cations.55
The lowest energy process in reaction of N i2 with m eth­
ane is the form ation o f N i2C D ^ in reaction (4), w ith an 
apparent threshold about 1 eV low er than dehydrogenation
by N i+ . A t higher energies, N i2C D j can dissociate by nickel 
atom  loss to form  N iC D ^ in reaction (9 , by further dehy­
drogenation to form  N i2C + in reaction (2), and by deuterium  
atom  loss to yield N i2CD + in reaction (3). The latter two 
channels show some com petition w ith one another as the 
cross section m agnitude for N i2C + decreases when the 
N i2C D + product appears and N i2C + increases again at about
8 eV when the N i2C D + product decreases. The N i2CD3 
product reaches a m axim um  near 4 eV, suggesting that it 
decom poses prim arily by CD3 loss, which can begin at 
4.58 eV =  D (D -C D 3). N i2C D + can also decom pose further 
by nickel atom  loss to form  NiCD , a product that m ay also 
be form ed by D atom  loss from  N iC D ^ , by D 2 loss from 
N iCD 3 , or by NiD loss from  N i2CD^ . As discussed below, 
concom itant form ation of NiD is suggested by therm ody­
nam ic arguments for form ation of NiCD at the threshold, as 
well as for the N iCD 3 product, reaction ( 1 0 .  It seems likely 
that the failure to see N iC + , reaction (7), is simply because 
its intensity is too small.
C. Ni3 and n £+C D 4
Cross sections for the nickel trim er cation reaction with 
m ethane are shown in Fig. 2, where reactions (1 )-(4 ), (6) -  
(11) are all observed. The results are sim ilar to those o f the 
dimer, however, dehydrogenation, reaction (4 , is m uch more 
prom inent and the N i3CD3 product o f reaction ( 5  is absent 
in this system. D ehydrogenation is the low est energy reac­
tion of the trimer, w ith an apparent threshold about 1 eV 
low er than deuteride form ation in reaction (1). The N i3C D j 
cross section reaches a m axim um  at the energy where this 
product can further dehydrogenate to form  N i3C + . This 
product can also decom pose by losing a D atom  to form  
N i3C D + and a nickel atom  to form  N i2CD2 . D ehydrogena­
tion is the dom inant dissociation channel. The m agnitude of 
these three decom position channels nearly account for the 
decline in the N i3CD2 cross section, but there is break in the 
sum  of these four cross sections near 2.5 eV. The only chan­
nel large enough to account for this behavior is the N i3D + 
channel. This indicates that the prim ary products, N i3C D j 
and N i3D + , m ust com pete with each other, which suggests 
that they share a com m on precursor, as discussed further 
below.
Ni3D + and N i2 are the m ain products at higher energies. 
N i2D + , form ed by nickel atom  loss from  N i3D + in reaction 
(6^ ,  is also quite im portant in this system, a consequence of 
N i2 -D  being a relatively strong bond.17 As for the dimer, the 
prim ary N i3CD^ products decom pose to yield N i2CD^ 
products in reactions (7 )-(9 ). Possible pathways for N i2C D + 
and N i2C + production involve loss o f a nickel atom  from  the 
N i3C D + and N i3C + products, respectively, loss o f D and D 2 
from  N i2CD2 , respectively, or the form er product can be 
form ed by loss o f NiD from  N i3CD2 or D 2 loss from 
N i2CD3 . On the basis o f the m easured thresholds and 
shapes o f the cross sections, N i2C D + appears to be formed 
prim arily by NiD loss from  N i3C D ^ , and N i2C + is p ro­
duced by a nickel atom  loss from  Ni3C . Form ation of 
N i2CD3 is observed with a threshold that corresponds to 
production o f a NiD neutral in reaction (1 0 ,  see below. This
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FIG. 2. Product cross sections for the reaction of Ni3 with CD4 as a func­
tion of collision energy in the center of mass (lower x axis) and laboratory 
axis (upper x axis). Parts (a) and (b) show Ni3L+ and Ni2L+ cross sections, 
respectively.
product is unlikely to be form ed by N i loss from  N i3CD3 , as 
no Ni3CD3 is observed.
Reaction cross sections for the nickel tetram er cation 
shown in Fig. 3 a re  sim ilar to those for reaction o f the nickel 
trim er cation with m ethane in m any respects. Reactions 1 -  
(4 , (6) - ( 8) and ( 11) are all observed, but unlike the smaller 
clusters, no m ethylated cluster products or Ni3CD2 products 
are observed. A striking feature of these results is the virtual 
absence o f the dehydrogenation product, N i4C D ^ . However, 
this species m ust be form ed transiently as double dehydro­
genation, reaction (2), is efficient and reaction ( 3  alm ost 
certainly occurs via this prim ary product as well. Further, 
N i3CD is also observed and is likely to be form ed by NiD 
loss from  Ni4CD2 , according to the apparent threshold. As 
for the trim er system, the N i4 C product declines because of 
com petition with Ni4D formation, as no other product has a 
cross section with sufficient m agnitude to account for the 
decline.
D. Nin (n = 5 -9 ) +  CD4
Figure 4 shows the cross sections for reaction of nickel 
heptam er cation with methane, which are representative of
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FIG. 3. Product cross sections for the reaction of Ni4 with CD4 as a func­
tion of collision energy in the center of mass (lower x axis) and laboratory 
axis upper x axis . Parts a and b show Ni4L and Ni3L cross sections, 
respectively.
FIG. 4. Product cross sections for the reaction of Ni7 with CD4 as a func­
tion of collision energy in the center of mass lower x axis and laboratory 
axis upper x axis . Parts a and b show Ni7L and Ni6L cross sections, 
respectively.
the n =  5 - 9  clusters (see Figs. 1 5 -4 5 ) .75 Reactions (1)-(3),
(6) - ( 8), and (11) are observed. In contrast to sm aller clus­
ters, the dehydrogenation products, N inCD^ and 
N in_ iC D 2+ , are absent for the n =  5 - 9  clusters. However, 
N inCD^ m ust be form ed transiently as the double dehydro­
genations, forming N inC + , are quite facile, and N inC D + and 
N in 1 CD alm ost certainly are form ed via this prim ary 
product as well. The absence o f N in_ iC D ^ m eans that 
N inCD^ prefers to decom pose by double dehydrogenation, 
and even D atom  loss is preferred to a N i atom  loss pathway. 
The m agnitudes of the N inC+ (n =  5 - 9 )  cross sections (2 -3  
A2 maxim um ) are about two to three tim es larger than for the 
tetramer, and the apparent thresholds for these products are 
shifted to low er energies. Sim ilar to the reactions o f smaller 
clusters, the N inC + cross sections decline largely because of 
com petition with N inD formation. The N inD cross sec­
tions are about tw ice as large as for the tetramer.
E. N i+(n=10-16) +  CD4
Figure 5 shows results for reactions o f the nickel 
dodecam er cation with m ethane, which are representative of
larger clusters (n =  1 0 -1 6 ) (see Figs. 5 5 -1 0 5 ) .75 Reactions
(1 )-(4 ), (6) - ( 8), and (11) are observed in all cases, although 
the quality o f the data for reactions 6 -  8 was poor for the 
largest clusters. In contrast to the N i^ (n =  5 - 9 )  clusters, the 
dehydrogenation product, N inCD2 , is again observed with a 
gradual increase in the m axim um  m agnitude as the cluster 
size increases, from  0.1 A2 for n =  10 to about 3.5 A2 for n 
15 and 16. The double dehydrogenation reactions to form  
N inC + are m uch m ore facile in these systems, such that 
N inC + are the dom inant products over a 2 - 4  eV range. 
N in_ 1CD2+ products are not observed for these larger clus­
ters. Form ations o f the secondary N in_ 1D + , N in_ 1C + , and 
N in_ ^ D + products are sim ilar to those for the sm aller clus­
ters.
IV. THRESHOLD ANALYSIS AND THERMOCHEMISTRY
A. Data analysis
Previous theoretical61 and experim ental62,63 w ork has 
shown that endotherm ic cross sections in the threshold re­
gion can be m odeled using Eq. 12 ,
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FIG. 5. Product cross sections for the reaction of Ni12 with CD4 as a func­
tion of collision energy in the center of mass lower x axis and laboratory 
axis upper x axis . Parts a and b show Ni12L and Ni11L cross sections, 
respectively.
section, Eq. (12), is also convoluted with the kinetic energy 
distributions o f the ion and neutral reactants before com pari­
son with the experim ental data.58
For m etal clusters, it has been shown that lifetim e effects 
becom e increasingly im portant as the size o f the cluster 
increases55 and have to be explicitly treated for the extraction 
o f accurate therm ochem ical data from  threshold experi-
o AQ 7H_m ents.3,63,69,70 This is because m etal clusters have m any low
frequency vibrational m odes such that energy redistribution 
in  the transient interm ediate is very effective. Hence, the 
lifetim es o f some reaction interm ediates can exceed the ex­
perim ental tim e w indow ( 10 4 s in  our apparatus avail­
able for reaction. This results in a kinetic shift o f the experi­
m ental thresholds to energies higher than the 
therm ochem ical endothermicity. Thus, an im portant com po­
nent o f the m odeling of these reactions is to include the 
reaction kinetics, as estim ated using statistical R ic e -  
R am sperger-K assel-M arcus (RRKM ) theory.71-73 This is 
achieved using an extension o f Eq. 12 , detailed 
elsew here,74 and requires m olecular constants for the ener­
gized m olecule EM  and transition state TS leading to the 
product o f interest. Three different transition state m odels are 
employed: (a) a loose variational transition state (LTS); (b) a 
tight fixed transition state (T T S ; and (c) a  ‘‘standard’’ tight, 
fixed transition state (S T S . A m ore com plete description of 
these TS m odels, along with detailed explanations for their 
choices and the m olecular constants used for the EM s and 
TSs for all reactions are provided in  the supplementary 
m aterial.75 For all secondary reactions where at least two 
neutral products are form ed , product cross sections were 
analyzed by rem oving the energy needed to generate the pre­
cursor EM  for the process under consideration. For in ­
stance, during the analysis o f N inC product cross section, 
the threshold energy m easured for the N in CD2 precursor is 
rem oved from  the total energy as that energy is not available 
for D 2 loss from  NinCD2 .
a ( E )  =  0-02  g i ( E + E , . - E 0)N/E , (12)
where 0 is an energy independent scaling parameter, N  is an 
adjustable param eter that describes the energy dependence,64 
E  is the relative kinetic energy, and E 0 is the threshold for 
reaction at 0 K. The summ ation is over the rovibrational 
states o f the clusters having energies E i and relative popula­
tions g i , where g i 1, which are calculated using a 
M axwell-Boltzm ann distribution at 300 K. Vibrational fre­
quencies for the bare m etal clusters are obtained by using a 
elastic cluster m odel suggested by Shvartsburg et a l.65 A 
characteristic o f this approach is the form al assignm ent o f 
the vibrational m odels to one longitudinal and two transverse 
branches. The param eters used in this study are the Debye 
frequency for bulk nickel, D( ) 268 cm  1 , 66 the bulk 
m axim um  longitudinal frequency, v L,max= 2 9 6 c m - 1 ,66 and 
the ratio of the longitudinal to the transverse phonon veloc­
ity, c L / c T=  1.79.67 The vibrational frequencies o f CD4 used 
in this w ork are taken from  the literature.68 This m odel cross
B. Primary and secondary reactions
A fortunate aspect o f cluster studies is the observation of 
identical product ions form ed in  both prim ary and secondary 
reactions. Thus, a species like N inL + is form ed as a primary 
product o f Nin in reaction 13 , and a secondary product of 
N in 1 in  reactions 14 or 15 ,
N C  +  CD4—>NinL + +  (C D 4- L ) ,  (13)
N i ^  ^ C D ^ N i B^  +  N R ( C D 4- L ,  (14)
N i ^  ^ C D ^ N i B^  +  NKCD4- L ) ,  (15)
w here (C D 4- L )  is the fragm ent rem aining after rem oving L 
from  CD4 . Hence, we generally have two independent 
m eans of determ ining the therm ochem istry o f each o f the 
N inL products. It is conceivable that thresholds obtained 
for the secondary reactions 14 could be higher than ther­
m odynam ic values if  the total energy available in  reaction
14 is not efficiently retained by N in 1L precursors. How ­
ever, i f  we assum e the energy is divided among the primary 
products statistically, we can expect that the N in 1L prod­
uct will retain m uch m ore energy than the CD4- L  product,
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TABLE I. Ni^ -D  bond energies (eV) obtained from the literature and 
analyses of reactions 1 and 6 .
Nin -D a Nin -D  (1)b Ni„+ -D  (6a)c Nin -D  6b c
1 1.72 0.08d 1.68 0.16
2 3.04 0.10 2.88 0.09 2.87 0.16
3 2.00 0.10 1.71 0.14 2.13 0.25
4 1.94 0.16 1.78 0.11 1.93 0.29
5 2.09 0.15 2.12 0.12 2.13±0.31
6 2.26 0.19 2.20 0.12 4.02±0.33 2.15±0.38
7 2.21 0.28 2.14 0.13 4.00 0.36 2.01 0.38
8 2.10 0.41 2.07 ±0.09 2.28 0.41
9 2.24 0.34 2.26 0.12 2.08 0.43
10 2.42±0.33 2.44 0.15 2.70 0.42
11 2.63±0.38 2.53 0.11 2.77 0.45
12 2.48 0.35 2.51 0.13 2.59 0.45
13 2.60 0.34 2.44 0.15
14 2.64 0.34 2.52 0.14
15 2.55 0.38 2.56 0.15
16 2.67 0.37 2.57 0.14
aFrom reactions of NiJ + D2, Ref. 17.
bValues obtained from analyses of reactions (1) assuming LTS and explicit 
competition with reactions 4 .
cAverage bond energies obtained from analyses of Ni„_jD+ cross sections 
assigned to reactions 6a or 6b assuming LTS and STS models. 
dReference 92.
w hich has m any fewer degrees o f freedom. Sim ilar consid­
erations hold  for alternate m echanistic pathways for the sec­
ondary reactions. Clearly, this assum ption could degrade for 
the sm allest clusters and we explicitly consider this question 
below. Similar considerations w ere also explored in our re­
cent studies on Fea CD4 and N D 3 , and Fea and FeaS 
+  COS and CS2 . 15,18,20 The com parisons o f bond energies 
obtained from  the prim ary and secondary processes in these 
systems showed the basic validity o f these assumptions.
Optim ized m odeling param eters o f Eq. ( 1 2  for the 
analyses o f all reactions are given in the supplementary 
m aterial.75 B ond energies o f interest can be obtained from  
the thresholds for reactions (13)-(15) utilizing Eqs. ( 1 6 -
18 ,
D ( N C - L )  =  D ( CD4- L ) - E 0(13), (16)
D ( N ia  - L )  =  m  CD4- L )  +  D ( N C  - N i  -  E 0( 14), (17) 
m  N iB+ - L )  =  m  CD4- L )  +  D ( N in+ - N i  -  E o( 15)
- D [ N i - ( C D 4- L ) ] ,  (18)
where D  (C D 4- L )  is the energy required to rem ove L from  
CD4 . In Eqs. ( 1 7  and (1 8 ,  the dissociation energies for the 
bare N i^  clusters are taken from  previous studies in our 
laboratory.55,76 In the present work, neutral N i(CD 4- L )  spe­
cies observed include only NiD and NiCD3, which have 
bond energies o f 2.48 ± 0 .08  and 2 .20± 0 .08  eV,
respectively.77
C. Thermochemical results
1. N i+n - D
Bond energies for N inD + have previously been m ea­
sured by threshold analyses o f the endotherm ic reactions of 
N i^ clusters with D 2 , 17 and are listed in Table I. In the
present study, this therm ochem istry can be obtained from  
analyses of the cross sections for reactions 1 , 6a , and 
6b . N eeded therm odynam ic inform ation includes 
D (C D 3- D )  =  4 .5 8 ± 0 .0 1  eV  (Ref. 78) and D (N i-C D 3) 
=  2 .2 0 ±  0.08 eV .77 As detailed in the supplementary 
m aterial,75 reactions (1) were analyzed using a LTS coupled 
w ith explicit consideration of the com petition79 with the low 
energy dehydrogenation channel, reaction 4 , assum ed to 
have a TTS. Bond energies obtained from  these analyses are 
listed in Table I and shown as open circles in Fig. 11S.75 
These values are in good agreem ent with the previous data,17 
w ith a m ean absolute deviation (M A D  o f 0.09 ± 0 .08  eV for 
n =  2 - 1 6 .  It is worth stressing that the com petition threshold 
analysis has no additional optim izing param eters other than 
the threshold energies for each channel) to adjust com pared 
to the norm al threshold analysis including lifetim e 
effects).79 The com petition between channels is determined 
by the ratio o f the unim olecular rate constants for each pro­
cess, as calculated using RRKM  theory. Thresholds for both 
reactions 1 and 4 are sim ultaneously obtained in this pro­
cedure.
N in  - D  bond energies obtained from  analyses o f the sec­
ondary reactions (6a) are listed in Table I (see also Fig. 11S). 
As detailed in the supplem entary m aterial,75 the data for re­
actions (6a) were analyzed assum ing both a LTS and a STS. 
The average bond energies obtained using these tw o models 
are in good agreem ent with the previously published values17 
up to n =  5 (M A D = 0.08 ±  0.07 eV for n =  1 - 5 ) .  Hence, our 
assum ption that energy is efficiently retained by the primary 
product (N inD + ) appears to be reasonable, even for these 
sm aller clusters. For clusters larger than n =  6 , m odeling of 
the Nin 1D cross sections over extended energy regions 
using Eq. ( 1 2  requires large values o f the param eter N  and 
leads to thresholds corresponding to bond energies that are 
too large given the assum ption that reaction 6a is operative. 
For example, the bond energies derived for n =  6 and 7 ex­
ceed the literature values by 1.76±0.38 and 1 .79±0.46  eV, 
respectively. These differences are within experim ental error 
o f the N i-C D 3 bond energy o f 2 .20± 0 .08  eV;77 hence, con­
tributions to these cross sections from  reactions 6b are in­
dicated. Therefore, we analyze the cross sections at the low ­
est energies for reaction of clusters n =  7 - 1 3  and assign 
these thresholds to reaction (6b ,  Tables S 2 -S 16 . This leads 
to the bond energies for n =  6 - 1 2  given in Table I and shown 
in Fig. 11S.75 These values are in good agreem ent with the 
previous data,17 M A D = 0 .1 7 ± 0 .0 6  eV.
2 . N i t - C D Z
N ickel cluster m ethyl cations are observed only in the 
reactions of the dim er and trim er cations. For dim er reac­
tions, the thresholds for N i2CD3 and N iCD 3 are 2.45 ± 0 .09  
and 2 .44± 0 .15  eV, respectively. The bond energy 
D 0( N i2 -C D 3) o f 2 .13± 0 .09  eV can be obtained according 
to Eq. 16 . If  we assum e that the secondary m ethyl product 
is form ed along with NiD in reaction 10 , Eq. 18 can be 
used to convert the latter threshold to a N i+ - C D 3 bond en­
ergy o f 1.77 ± 0 .18  eV. This value for N iCD 3 agrees with a 
bond energy previously determ ined for N iCH 3 , 1.94 0.06 
eV.76 The alternate assum ption o f concom itant form ation of
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TABLE II. Nin -C  bond energies (eV) obtained from analyses of reactions 
(2) and (7).
n Nin-C (2.TTS) Ni„+ -C  (7)a
1 2.6b
2 4.74 0.12 4.45 0.17
3 5.72 0.09 5.46 0.27
4 5.85 0.11 5.85 0.27
5 6.45 0.12 6.55 0.30
6 6.31 0.10 6.49 0.35
7 6.36 0.11 6.14 0.38
8 6.27±0.14 6.04 0.41
9 6.20 0.13 6.24 0.43
10 6.46 0.17 6.12 0.48
11 6.44 0.17 6.34 0.48
12 6.41 0.16 6.41 0.51
13 6.46 0.19 6.13 0.50
14 6.66 0.18 6.49 0.52
15 6.67 0.18
16 6.62 0.20
aAverage bond energies obtained from LTS and STS models. 
bReference 60.
N i+ D  yields a bond energy o f 4 .25± 0 .17  eV  for N i+ - C D 3 , 
m uch too large to be reasonable. Clearly, N iCD 3 is form ed 
in process 10 along with NiD as a neutral product for re ­
action o f the dimer. For the trimer, only a secondary m ethyl 
product is observed in reaction 10 . The bond energy 
D Q( N i2 -C D 3) =  2 .0 0 ± 0 .1 8  eV can be obtained from  the 
threshold (2 .54±0.11 eV) using Eq. (18). This value is in 
reasonable agreem ent with that obtained from  the dim er re­
action w ithin experim ental uncertainty. Thus, loss o f neutral 
NiD to form  this m ethyl product is also certain for the trim er 
reaction. We take the w eighted average value o f 2 .10± 0 .16  
eV as our best determ ination of the N i2 -  CD3 bond energy. 
Larger clusters do not produce N in CD ^ or N in_ 1CD ^ with 
any efficiency, apparently because the transient N in CD^ in ­
term ediates have m ore facile decom position pathways than 
loss o f D or NiD, respectively.
3. N in  -  C  a n d  N i ^ - C D
Bond energies for N in - C  can be obtained from  analyses 
o f reactions 2 and 7 . Here, the required therm ochem istry 
is D (C D 4- L )  =  D (C D 2- D 2) +  D ( C - D 2) =  8 .20±  0 .0 4 eV .78 
For reactions (2), the precursors are the prim ary N inC D j 
products, whereas for reactions (7), they are the N inC + prod­
ucts. The appropriate TSs are outlined in the supplementary 
material. The average bond energies obtained from  reactions 
(7) using the average of LTS and STS m odels do not agree 
well w ith results obtained from  analyses of reactions 2 us­
ing a LTS m odel, but do agree well w ith results for reactions
(2) if  a TTS m odel is used (M A D = 0 .1 7 ± 0 .1 2  eV). Hence, 
we conclude that reactions (2) proceed via a  TTS. These 
bond energies are listed in Table II and shown in Fig. 12S.75 
Thresholds from  the prim ary reactions 2 are m ore precise 
and therefore taken to be our best determ ination o f bond 
energies for several reasons:
(a) The m ass overlap adjustm ents for the N inC + cross 
sections are less am biguous com pared to those for the 
N in 1 C cross sections.
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TABLE III. Nin -CD bond energies eV obtained from analyses of reac­
tions 3 and 8n .
n Nin -CD 3,LTS Nin -CD (8)a
1 3.12 0.12b 3.41 0.21
2 4.83 0.12 4.83 0.19
3 5.26 0.14 5.07 0.32
4 5.10 0.12 5.12 0.30
5 5.14 0.15 5.24 0.35
6 5.07 0.17 5.26 0.35
7 4.91 0.20 5.10 0.38
8 5.27±0.21 5.57 0.40
9 5.33 0.20 5.54 0.45
10 5.71 0.21 6.01 0.49
11 5.70 0.21 5.85 0.48
12 5.86 0.19 6.04 0.50
13 5.95 0.27 5.72 0.47
14 6.04 0.25 5.97 0.50
15 6.01 0.21
16 6.09 0.21
aAverage bond energies obtained from LTS and STS models. 
bReference 60.
b Thresholds for reactions 7 occur at high energies, 
such that there are few er data points for m odeling given our 
energy range o f 10 eV.
c Thresholds for reactions 7 could be shifted to 
higher energies by com petition with the m ore efficient low 
energy processes or shifted as a consequence o f the m ultiple 
neutral products carrying away excess energy.
Bond energies for N i^ -C D  can be obtained from  analy­
ses o f reactions 3 and 8 . The required therm ochem istry 
is D  (C D 4- L )  =  D  (C D 2- D 2) +  D  (C D -D ) =  9 .25±  0.04 eV 
(Ref. 78) and D (N i-D ) =  2 .48±  0.08 eV .77 For reactions (3) 
and (8), the precursors are the prim ary N inC D ^ products, as 
discussed above. Therefore, cross sections are analyzed for 
thresholds using LTS m odels associated w ith D atom  loss for 
reactions 3 and NiD loss for reactions 8 . The results are 
given in Table III and also shown in Fig. 13S o f the supple­
m entary m aterial.75 Bond energies obtained from  analyses of 
reactions 8 are in good agreem ent with bond energies ob­
tained from  reactions (3) (M A D = 0 .17± 0 .09  eV), and lie 
w ithin the experim ental errors. N ote that if  Ni^_ 1- C D  prod­
ucts were form ed with D 2 N i D instead o f with D 2 
+  NiD, the agreem ent with the bond energies from  reaction 
(3) would not be obtained. O f these two sets o f bond ener­
gies, those obtained from  analyses o f the prim ary reactions
(3) are the m ost reliable and precise for the same reasons as 
those listed above for the N i^  -  C bond energies.
4 . N i+n - C D 2
Bond energies for N i^ - C D 2 can be obtained from  
analyses o f the thresholds for reactions 4 and 9 using Eqs. 
( 1 6  and (17), respectively, and D  (C D 2- D 2) = 4 .8 2  
± 0 .0 3  eV .78 As discussed above, the data for reactions (4) 
w ere analyzed assum ing both a LTS and a TTS. Competition 
w ith reaction 1 is also explicitly considered but this does 
not alter the thresholds obtained for reaction 4 . The result­
ant bond energies are listed in Table IV and show that values 
derived assum ing a LTS average 0.33 0.03 eV low er than 
those for a TTS for n =  1 0 -1 6 . Secondary reactions ( 9  cor-
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TABLE IV. Ni^ -CD2 bond energies (eV) obtained from analyses of reac­
tions (4) and (9).
n Nira -CD2 4,LTS Nira -CD2 4,TTS Ni„+ -CD2 (9)a
1 3.17 0.04b 3.16 0.16
2 3.77 0.09 3.79 0.09 4.40 0.18
3 3.84 0.08 3.87 0.08
4 cn3.I c.63.I
10 ~3.5c ~3.8c
11 3.55 0.08 3.86 0.08
12 3.59 0.09 3.92 0.09
13 3.60 0.09 3.93 0.10
14 3.66 0.09 4.00 0.11
15 3.69 0.10 4.04 0.10
16 3.63 0.10 4.01 0.12
aAverage bond energy obtained from LTS and STS models. 
bReferences 76 and 80.
cBecause of the small size of these cross sections, only rough estimates of 
the threshold could be obtained.
responding to loss o f a N i atom  from  the N iraCD2 primary 
products are only observed for reactions of the dim er and 
trim er cations. H ere the transition states may be treated with 
LTS or STS models.
For reaction of N i2 to form  N iCD 2 in process 9 ,  the 
thresholds obtained using LTS and STS m odels correspond 
to N i+ - C D 2 bond energies o f 3 .06± 0 .16  and 3 .26± 0 .15  eV, 
for an average value o f 3 .16± 0 .16  eV, Table IV. A ll these 
values are in good agreem ent with the literature bond energy, 
3 .17± 0 .04  eV.76,80 These bond energies lie above that de­
rived from  the threshold m easurem ent o f reaction 4  with 
ra =  1, 2 .64± 0 .09  eV, Table IV, but this value is low because 
there is a barrier o f 0 .58± 0 .10  eV to this reaction, as dem ­
onstrated by exam ining the reverse process, N iC H j +  D 2 
- >Ni+ +  CH2D 2 .60 This barrier is attributed to a four-center 
transition state in the exit channel, as verified by theoretical 
calculations.60
For reaction o f N i^ to form  N i2C D ^ , the thresholds 
obtained from  analysis o f reaction 9 using a LTS corre­
sponds to bond energy o f 4 .27± 0 .18  eV, well above the 
value derived from  reaction 4 , 3.79 0.09 eV, Table IV. 
The result for reaction 9 is not particularly sensitive to the 
type of transition state as the bond energy obtained using a 
STS is 4 .53± 0 .17  eV. In analogy with the dim er reaction, the 
discrepancy between the results for the prim ary and second­
ary reactions is sensibly attributed to a barrier along the re­
action path for dehydrogenation in reaction 4 . This indi­
cates that the use o f the TTS m odel for reaction 4 is 
appropriate. For reaction o f the trim er cation, this barrier is 
m easured to be about 0.61 ± 0 .2 0  eV, com parable to the value 
for the monomer.
Unfortunately, the secondary reactions (9) are observed 
only in dim er and trim er reactions and reactions 4 are not 
observed for clusters from  ra =  5 to 9 in our experiments. In 
the dehydrogenation reactions o f larger iron cluster cations 
with m ethane,15 prim ary and secondary paths were observed 
for all cluster sizes. This allow ed us to ascertain that the 
prim ary dehydrogenation reactions exhibited barriers, as­
signed to the entrance channel, for Fe^ ( ra= 5 - 1 5 ) .  The bar­
rier height averaged 0.7 ± 0 .3  eV. In analogy with these re-
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FIG. 6. Comparison of bond energies for Ni^-D (solid circles, taken from 
Ref. 17), Ni„+ -CD3 (open circles, Ref. 76 and this work, Ni^-CD2 (open 
triangles, Ref. 76 and this work, Table IV, see text), Ni^-CD (solid squares, 
this work, Table III), and Ni^-C (open inverted triangles, this work, Table 
II). Bulk phase values for nickel surfaces binding D (Refs. 17 and 86) and C 
Ref. 87, see text are also shown.
sults, the prim ary dehydrogenation reactions for larger nickel 
clusters seem  likely to have barriers in the entrance channel 
as well. Thus, bond energies D ( N i^ - C D 2) ( ra =  3 ,4 ,10 -16 ) 
obtained here for reactions 4 using a TTS m odel are con­




Our recom m ended bond energies between nickel cluster 
cations and the D and CDX (x =  0 - 3 )  ligands are shown in 
Fig. 6 . The N i^ - D  values are taken from  our previous work 
on reactions o f N ira D 2 . 17 Results from  the present study 
substantiate these values but analyses of the D 2 reaction 
cross sections are easier than for the CD4 reaction system 
because there is no com petition with other products in the D 2 
system. The N i^ -  C values are those derived from  analyses 
o f reactions (2) with a  TTS in all cases, Table II; whereas 
those for Nira - C D  are LTS results for reactions 3 , Table
III. As noted above, the latter two sets o f values are substan­
tiated reasonably well by results for the secondary reactions
(7) and (8), respectively. The N i^ - C D 2 values, Table IV, are 
obtained as the low er lim its from  reactions 4 using a TTS 
m odel, except for the N iC D 2 and N i2CD2 values. The 
form er is taken from  the literature,76,80 and the latter is ob­
tained from  reaction 9 using the average thresholds ob­
tained from  LTS and STS models.
In general, the trends in these cluster-ligand bond ener­
gies can be understood by considering the m axim um  num ber 
o f bonds that the ligands can m ake with the cluster. D (2S) 
and CD3 (2A j) can m ake only a single covalent bond with 
the cluster, whereas CD2 (3B 2) can m ake two covalent 
bonds. CD can m ake three covalent bonds, but this requires 
prom otion to the a 42 _ state, which is 0.72 eV above the 
X  2n r ground state.81 The carbon atom  has a  ground state 
electronic configuration o f (2 s ) 2( 2p ) 2 such that it can form
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two covalent bonds and accept electron density into the 
em pty 2p  orbital to form  a third, dative bond. It can be seen 
that the N i+ - D  and N i+ - C D 3 bond energies are com pa­
rable, w hereas the N i^ - D  bond energy is about 0.94 ± 0 .13  
eV stronger than the N i2 - C D 3 bond energy. One possible 
explanation is that the D atom  binds at a bridging site 
whereas CD3 binds in an atop position, a structural differ­
ence that can be rationalized by the directionality o f the s p 3 
orbital on CD3 used to form  the bond versus the spherical 1 s 
orbital on D. For other cluster sizes, it is anticipated that the 
hydride and m ethyl bond energies would again be sim ilar to 
one another. N in - C D  and N in - C  bond energies are higher 
than the N in -13 values by 3 .19±0.23  and 4 .0 0 ± 0 .1 6  eV, 
respectively, for n s* 3. The N in - C D 2 bond energies (lower 
lim its lie an average o f 1.46 0.20 eV higher in energy than 
the N in - D  values for n =  3, 4, 10 -16 . The N in+ - C D 2 , 
N in -C D , and N in - C  bond energies are an average o f 1.6 
± 0 .2 , 2 .4 ± 0 .1 , and 2 .7 ± 0 .2  tim es stronger, respectively, 
than the N in - D  bond energies for n s* 3. These ratios agree 
w ith those for the ratios o f H3C -C H 3 to H2C = C H 2 and 
H C = C H  and M + - C H 3 to M += C H 2 and M += C H  bond 
energies, 1.7 and 2.5, respectively.76 These observations are 
qualitatively consistent w ith form ation o f single D and 
CD3) vs double (C D 2) vs triple (CD and C) bonds, as an­
ticipated from  the bonding character o f the ligands.
In our previous w ork,17 the patterns in the N in - D  bond 
energies as a function o f cluster size w ere used to qualita­
tively probe the cluster geom etry and electronic configura­
tion. Com pared to the m etal-m etal N in - N i  bonds, the 
nickel-deuteride bonds are generally weaker, w ith a differ­
ence o f about 0.5 eV  that can be attributed to m etal-m etal 
bonds enhanced by 3 d  - 3 d  interactions. However, 
D (Ni12- N i)  is m uch stronger (0.9 e V  than D ( N i^ - D )  and 
D ( N i^ - N i)  is com parable to D ( N i^ - D ) ,  which is believed 
to indicate that N i13 clusters have particularly stable geom ­
etries. Consequently, substitution o f a nickel atom  in Ni13 by 
D destroys the symm etry o f the cluster, thereby affecting its 
stability.
D iscussion of the bonding o f CD2 to nickel clusters is 
speculative as nothing is know n about the structures of these 
cluster species. As noted above, the bond energies o f CD2 to 
N in clusters indicate that two bonds are formed. Presumably, 
CD2 could bind term inally to the cluster by forming a and 
a tt bond with a single m etal atom  or could bridge across two 
m etal centers by forming two a  bonds. N i+ (2D ,3 d 9) must 
bind to CD2 term inally and has a bond energy w eakened by 
the need to spin decouple two 3 d  electrons from  the other 
nonbonding 3 d  electrons. This prom otion energy lowers the 
N i+ - C D 2 bond energy (3 .17± 0 .04  e V  from  an intrinsic 
m etal-carbon double bond energy o f about 4.3 ± 0 .1  eV.76,82 
For larger clusters (n =  3 ,4 ,1 0 -1 6 ), the N in - C D 2 bonds are 
stronger than N in - D  bonds by 1 .5± 0 .2  eV, which is a little 
smaller than the intrinsic m etal-carbon tt bond (1.8 eV).76 
Either there are barriers o f about 0.3 0.2 eV  to the form a­
tion o f N in -  CD2 in reactions (4), as discussed further below, 
or these nickel clusters require additional prom otion to form  
the bond beyond the prom otion energy needed to form  the 
bond.
Bonds between CD and C ligands and the N i m onom er
are m uch weaker than those for larger clusters, and are dis­
cussed elsew here.60 The bond energies o f N i2 - C D 2, 
N i2 -  CD, and N i2 -  C are quite similar, suggesting that the 
nickel dim er cation can form  two covalent bonds, but not a 
third. The CD and C ligands can potentially bind to clusters 
in different ways: terminal, twofold bridging, and threefold 
bridging. An obvious im plication o f the strength o f the CD 
and C bonds relative to CD2 bonds for the trim er and larger 
clusters is that binding to three atoms in a threefold site may 
provide the strongest bond energies, consistent w ith the 
know n structure o f alkylidynes bound to m any surfaces.83 
Theoretical studies of these small m olecules w ould be of 
interest in further understanding these trends. For n s* 3, 
D (N in -C D )  values do increase som ewhat as the cluster size 
increases, such that the average BDE is 5 .15± 0 .14  eV for 
n =  3 - 9  and 5 .91± 0 .16  eV for n =  1 0 -1 6 . For C binding to 
nickel clusters, D  ( n £ - C ) >  D  ( N i 4 - C ) >  D  ( N i3 -C ) ,  but 
for n s* 5, D ( N in -C )  are nearly constant w ith an average 
bond energy o f 6.44 ± 0 .15  eV. Overall, the N in - C  bond 
energies are stronger than D (N in -C D )  by an average of 
1 .01±0.35  eV for n =  3 - 9  and by 0 .6 2 ± 0 .1 0  eV for n 
=  1 0 -1 6 , where they parallel one another quite closely. This 
difference m ay be explained by the following argument. The 
3P ground state o f the carbon atom  can m ake three bonds 
two covalent bonds and a dative bond form ed by accepting 
electron density into the em pty 2p  orbital). In contrast, CD 
m akes three covalent bonds using its a 42 _ state, which lies 
0.72 eV  above its X  2n r ground state,81 thereby lowering the 
final bond energy to nickel clusters. This suggests that nickel 
clusters have substantial flexibility in m aking the strongest 
possible bond to m olecular fragments.
B. Bond energies compared to analogous 
iron clusters
It is useful to com pare the binding of D and CDX species 
to nickel cluster cations with that to iron cluster cations.15 
For small clusters, the bond energies for D and CDX to Nin 
and Fen vary considerably with cluster size, indicating 
changes in the electronic structure o f the m etal clusters.15 For 
the dimers, D, CD3, CD2 , CD, and C bind to N i2 more 
strongly than to Fe2 by 1.59, 0.21, 1.01, 1.79, and 0.60 eV, 
respectively. Clearly, the details o f the electronic structure 
for the dim er species are controlling features in these various 
bonds, which can be explained by using prom otion energy 
arguments, as previously discussed for D atom  bonding to 
iron cluster cations.8 The N i2 dim er has a configuration of 
(4 scr ) 2 d  gAd  B,55 which is form ed by com bining 
N i+ (2D ,3 d 9) with N i(3F ,4 s 23 d 8). Fe2+ is form ed by the 
com bination o f ground state F e (4 s23 d 6) and ground state 
F e+ ( 3 d 7) and believed to have a ( 4 s a g) 2d 6AdB electronic 
configuration.8 A plausible explanation for the differences in 
bond energies between N i2 and Fe2 is simply that spin de­
coupling the electrons needed for bonding costs m ore energy 
in the iron case because o f the larger num ber o f unpaired 
spins involved. Clearly, ab in itio  calculations on such species 
w ould be very useful in understanding the details o f these 
bond energies, but are beyond the scope o f this experim ental 
study. For n =  3 and 4, iron and nickel clusters bond energies
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to CDx species are very similar, except that the N i3 -  CD2 
bond is 0.90 eV  stronger than Fe3 -  CD2 . Overall, this indi­
cates that the effect of the electronic structure on binding D 
and CDx species becom es smaller as the clusters get larger.
Both D o (N C -C D x) and D 0( F e ^ -C D x) rapidly reach 
plateaus with increasing cluster size. For larger clusters, n 
s* 10, the bond energies for N i^ to D, C, CD, and CD2 (2.6 
± 0 .1 , 6 .5± 0 .1 , 5 .9 ± 0 .2  and 3 .^± 0 .1  eV) are sim ilar to 
the values o f D 0( F e ^ - D ) ,  D 0( F e ^ - C ) ,  D 0( F e ^ -C D ) , and 
D 0( F e n -C D 2) (2 .6 ± 0.1, 6 .1 ± 0 .4 , 5 .9± 0 .4 , and 4 .2 ± 0 .4  
eV, respectively . Clearly, D, C, CD, and CD2 binding to 
nickel and iron m etal clusters have the same bond orders 
single, triple, triple, and double bonds, respectively . The 
carbide bond energies to nickel are slightly stronger than 
those to iron, by about 0.4 eV, which m ay sim ply be because 
N i has m ore electrons than Fe, which allows better donation 
to the em pty p  orbital on a C atom. Given the good corre­
spondence between the nickel and iron cluster bond energies, 
we m ight expect that N in bonds to CD2 should be at least the 
same or perhaps a little stronger than Fen bonds to CD2 for 
ns* 10. Instead, the Fe^ - C D 2 bond energies are about 0.3 
± 0 .4  eV stronger than those for N i^ - C D 2 . This is another 
indication that the N i^ -  CD2 bond energies from  reaction (4) 
seem  to be a little lower than the therm odynam ic values, 
w hich indicate sm all barriers to this reaction that are on the 
order o f 0.3 ± 0 .4  eV.
C. Bond energies compared to bulk phase values
One area where cluster studies m ay provide insight into 
condensed phase chem istry lies in the determ ination o f ther­
m ochem istry for species bound to surfaces, especially m o­
lecular fragments. We have recently noted that bond energies 
o f oxygen to nickel clusters n  5 are relatively constant at 
about 4.6 ±  0.2 eV (Ref. 1 9  and m atch bulk phase desorption 
enthalpies o f oxygen to nickel 111 surfaces, 4.6 eV, as m ea­
sured by calorim etry experim ents.84,85 Likewise, N i^ - D  
bond energies17 reach a relatively constant value (Fig. 6 ) of 
2 .6± 0 .1  eV for ns* 10. This is close to the bulk phase value 
for hydrogen binding to bulk nickel surfaces, about 2.7 eV 
for m easurem ents on Ni(100), Ni(110), and Ni(111) surfaces,
Fig. 6 .86
For carbon based species, the binding of C to nickel 
surfaces has been m easured as about 7.37 eV in a m olecular 
beam  experim ent,87 but Siegbahn and W ahlgren88 note that 
‘‘this value is suspiciously close to the sublimation energy of 
graphite’’ o f 7.42 eV and ‘‘m ight therefore have been over­
estim ated.’’ A value for carbon on nickel surfaces obtained 
using a small N i5 cluster m odel was estim ated as 6.50 eV 
using the bond order conservation BOC approach88 and 
another value o f 6.35 eV for carbon on Ni(111) at a fcc site 
is obtained using a plane wave slab approach in conjunction 
w ith D FT.46 Calculated values for carbon bound to N i7 clus­
ter m odels are estim ated as 4.77 eV at the top site and 7.65 
eV at the hollow  site using the A m sterdam  D ensity Func­
tional com puter program .48 These various theoretical esti­
m ates for surface nickel-carbides span values com parable to 
our N in+ -  C bond energies, which are an average o f about 
6 .5± 0 .1  eV  for larger clusters (ns* 10).
In contrast to the atomic H, O, and C systems, there is no 
experim ental inform ation on the therm ochem istry of m olecu­
lar fragm ents CH, CH2 , and CH3) bound to m etal surfaces, 
although such inform ation has been estim ated.43,50,89,90 The 
successful com parison of surface chem isorption energies for 
H and O atoms to the bond energies for larger cluster ions 
suggests that our cluster therm ochem istry can be used to es­
tim ate surface binding energies for m olecular fragments, 
which are largely inaccessible to experim ental measurem ent. 
This was also argued in our analogous w ork for CDx and 
NDx (x =  0 - 2 )  fragm ents binding to iron cluster cations.15 20 
Our recom m ended values, taken from  the average values for 
clusters larger than ten atoms, are D (N i^ -C D )  =  5.9 
± 0 .2 eV, D (N in -C D 2)s= 3 .9 ± 0 .1  eV, and D ( N C - C D 3) 
=  2 .6 ± 0 .1 e V  [assum ed to equal the D (N i^ - D )  values, 
however, see discussion below  .
Our experim ental estim ates can be com pared to theoret­
ical values for surface binding energies. The bond energies 
o f CH, CH2, and CH3 to Ni(111) surfaces have been esti­
m ated using m any-electron em bedding theory as 3.1, 2.9, 
and 1.8 eV, respectively;89 using the BOC approach as 5.0, 
3.6, and 2.1 eV, respectively;88,90 and using an ab in itio  clus­
ter m odel approach as 5.2, 3.8, and 2.1 eV, respectively.88 
The latter two estim ated sets are in very good agreem ent 
w ith one another, whereas neither agrees with the em bedding 
estimates. The results o f Siegbahn and W ahlgren are ex­
pected to be m ost accurate because these studies utilized 
bond-prepared clusters, a  m uch larger basis set, and a  m ore 
thorough correlation treatm ent.88 Results o f spin-polarized 
D FT calculations estim ated the binding energies for CH3 on 
Ni(111) surface as 1.48, 1.46, 1.37, and 1.22 eV at the hcp, 
fcc, bridge, and top sites, respectively.50 This D FT study also 
obtained binding energies for CH2 at these same sites as 
3.22, 3.26, 3.14, and 2.36 eV, respectively. Both sets o f val­
ues are values well below  the estimates above, whereas other 
D FT calculations43 found values for CH2 adsorption energies 
o f 3.73, 2.75, and 2.92 eV at the hollow, bridge, and top 
sites, respectively. These latter values span the same range as 
the em bedding theory and BOC estimates above. Overall, all 
o f these theoretical estim ates provide values below our ex­
perim ental cluster bond energies for these m olecular frag­
ments.
Previously, Siegbahn and W ahlgren pointed out that their 
calculated chem isorption energies for H to Ni(111) at the 
threefold hollow  site are about 0 .2 -0 .3  eV low er than the 
experim ental surface value 2.7 eV .88 A ccording to the au­
thors, the chem isorption energy for CH3 at this site should 
also be underestim ated by a sim ilar amount, such that their 
best estim ated value for CH3 chem isorption to Ni(111) be­
com es 2 .1 -2 .4  eV.88 This is in reasonable agreem ent with 
our value for larger clusters n  10, 2.6 0.1 using D as a 
direct analogue for CD3). However, these calculations also 
find that nickel clusters bind H atoms m ore strongly than 
CH3 by 0 .2 -0 .5  eV. This m ay suggest that a  better experi­
m ental estim ate for D (N i^ - C D 3) is D ( N i ^ - D ) - 0 .3 e V  
=  2 .2 ± 0 .3 e V , in good agreem ent with the 2 .1 -2 .4  eV re­
vised estim ates from  the cluster calculations.
If  the calculated chem isorption energies o f CH and CH2 
are sim ilarly underestimated, then it m ay be appropriate to
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revise the theoretical estim ates there as well. We estimate 
that about 0.6 0.1 and 0.4 0.1 eV should be added to the 
ab in itio  cluster estim ates o f 5.2 and 3.8 eV, respectively.88 
(These correction values are 0 .2 -0 .3  eV  tim es 2.5 and 1.7, 
respectively, the ratio o f the cluster-carbon triple and double 
bonds to single bonds, see above. Thus, the revised esti­
m ates for the chem isorption energies for CH and CH2 on 
N i 111 are about 5.8 0.1 and 4.2 0.1 eV, respectively, in 
good agreem ent w ith our values o f 5.9 0.2 eV and 3.9 
± 0 .1  eV for n3= 10, respectively. Overall, these agreements 
indicate that our bond energies for atom ic H and C and 
m olecular (CH, CH2 , and CH3) species bound to larger clus­
ters are reasonable experim ental estimates o f the binding en­
ergies on surfaces.
D. Reaction mechanism
To understand the m echanism  of the reactions o f nickel 
cluster cations with methane, we reexam ine what is known 
about the reactions o f atom ic m etal ions with CD4 , 59,60 be­
cause the basic principles involved should be the same and 
proved useful in our F e^  +  CD4 study.15 For atom ic N i+ , this 
reaction occurs by C - D  bond activation to form  a 
D -N i+ - C D 3 intermediate, which can decom pose by simple 
bond cleavage to form  NiD CD3 or N iCD 3 D. The least 
endotherm ic process is dehydrogenation, which involves re­
arrangem ent of the D - N i+ - C D 3 interm ediate to a four- 
centered transition state involving an incipient D -D  bond. 
The energy o f this transition state has been m easured to lie
0 .58± 0 .10  eV above the N iC D j +  D 2 product asym ptote.60 
Because the NiD , N iCD 2 , and N iCD 3 products share the 
com m on D -N i+ - C D 3 intermediate, they com pete directly 
w ith one another. The hydride channel dom inates at higher 
energies because sim ple cleavage of the N i-C  bond is kineti- 
cally m ore facile than rearrangem ent over the tight four- 
centered transition state needed for dehydrogenation. Form a­
tion o f NiD is favored over N iCD 3 production because of 
conservation o f angular m om entum  effects.91
The electronic requirem ents for bond activation of 
CD4 at a transition m etal center can be viewed fairly simply. 
In order to break the C - D  covalent bond and sim ultaneously 
form  two new  bonds between the m etal and the D and CD3 
fragments, the m etal center m ust accept electron density 
from  the C - D  bond and donate electron density into the 
antibonding orbital o f this bond. Formally, this is an oxida­
tive addition process in which the m etal oxidation state in ­
creases by 2, although neither the D or CD3 ligand carries a 
full negative charge. For atom ic first row  transition m etal 
ions, the acceptor orbital is largely the 4 s  orbital, and the 
donor is a 3 d i r . Com bining these orbitals with the bonding 
and antibonding a  orbitals o f the C -D  bond leads to pairs o f 
bonding and antibonding m olecular orbitals (MOs) for the 
D -N i+ - C D 3 intermediate. To create the m ost favorable 
bonding situation, four electrons are needed to occupy the 
bonding M O s with no additional electrons for the antibond­
ing M Os. As the C -D  bond provides two electrons, the most 
efficient reaction is expected when the m etal has an empty 
acceptor and a doubly occupied donor.
In analogy with the m echanism  for reaction o f the m ono­
m er w ith methane, the first step in the reaction of the nickel 
cluster cations with CD4 is C -D  bond activation to form  a 
D -N i^  - C D 3 intermediate. F rom  this intermediate, the m a­
jo r  ionic product at higher energies, N inD + , can be formed 
by cleaving the N i-C  bond to elim inate an intact m ethyl 
group. Once this product is formed, the cross sections for 
products form ed at low er energies (N inCD^ and N inC +) be­
gin to decline, Figs. 1 - 5 ,  indicating com petition between 
these channels. This com petition is also indicated by the fact 
that accurate N inD bond energies are obtained from  the 
observed thresholds only when com petition with dehydroge­
nation is explicitly considered. The observation of this com ­
petition is consistent w ith all reaction channels sharing the 
putative D -N i^  - C D 3 species as a com m on intermediate.
For n  1, the dehydrogenation reaction 4 is know n to 
occur by a four-centered transition state lying in the exit 
channel 0.58 eV above the energy o f the products.60 For the 
dim er reaction, dehydrogenation is also found to have a bar­
rier, which lies 0.61 ± 0 .1 6  eV above the N i2C D j +  D 2 prod­
ucts. This barrier could again correspond to a four-centered 
elim ination from  an interm ediate in which both ligands are 
attached to the same nickel atom. However, another possibil­
ity is that the reaction occurs by a five-centered elimination 
from  a D N i-N iC D 3 intermediate. Such an interm ediate is 
undoubtedly form ed as shown by the observation of reaction 
(10), which form s N iC D ^ +  NiD. Com plicating factors in 
thinking about the likely pathway is whether any o f the 
ligands, D, CD2 , or CD3 , are bridging rather than terminal. 
W ithout other inform ation, no definitive conclusions regard­
ing the m echanism  o f the dehydrogenation process by the 
nickel dim er cation can be made.
For the dehydrogenation reactions 4 o f the larger clus­
ter cations, n  3, there appear to be small barriers 0.3 0.4 
eV  in excess o f the endotherm icities. In analogy with the 
m echanism  for dehydrogenation reactions o f m ethane by 
Fen , it seems likely that these barriers lie in the entrance 
channel, i.e., in the C -D  activation step, rather than in the 
exit channel. The thresholds m easured for N inC D ^ (n 
=  3 ,4 ,1 0 -1 6 ) form ation do not vary appreciably (average of
0 .92± 0 .13  eV, Tables S 3 -S 16). This value is very close to 
the m ethane activation energies on various nickel surfaces 
m easured experimentally: 0 .73 -0 .93  eV  on N i(100),29 0.77 
eV  on Ni(111),30 and 0.90 eV on Ni(111);47 as well as cal­
culated theoretically: 0.74,39,40 1.05,47 and 1.04 (Ref. 45) eV 
on Ni(111), and 0.85 eV on N i(211).47 The sim ilarity o f these 
values suggests that the thresholds m easured here are consis­
tent w ith barriers for C - D  activation energies in the entrance 
channel, rather than the therm odynam ic limits for N iKC D j 
formation. Hence bond energies derived from  these thresh­
olds are low er lim its to the true therm ochem istry for 
N inC D ^ . We conclude that there are small barriers in excess 
o f the endotherm icities for the dehydrogenation reaction 4 
o f larger clusters, estim ated as 0.3 ± 0 .4  eV above.
Reactions o f larger clusters presum ably have the same 
com plicated m echanistic possibilities m entioned for N i2 ,
1.e., they likely involve D N i-N in_ 1CD^ intermediates. In 
addition, (N iD )(NiD)(NiB_ 2CD2) + interm ediates form ed by 
the m igration o f two D atom s from  the m ethane to separate 
nickel atoms, and bridging ligands could be involved. This
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kind of interm ediate is clearly not possible for smaller clus­
ters. Thus, dehydrogenation can occur rem otely from  the 
N in - C D 2 bond, as also suggested in the iron system ,15 
which can explain why the barrier in the exit channel ob­
served for n =  1 and 2 m ight no longer be rate lim iting for 
larger clusters.
In general, the dehydrogenation reactions 2 and 4 to 
form  N in C+ and N inCD2 products becom e m uch m ore facile 
w ith the clusters size increasing. This is clear from  the in­
creasing m agnitude of the N iKC + cross sections with cluster 
size and the fact that the double dehydrogenation reaction 
m ust occur via a N in CD2 transient intermediate. For n 
=  5 - 9 ,  N inCD2+ products are not observed, presum ably be­
cause the N inCD2 species decom pose rapidly to N iKC + 
within our experim ental tim e window ( 10 4 s). However, 
the lifetim es o f reaction interm ediates should becom e longer 
as the size o f the cluster increases, thus allowing the dehy­
drogenation product, N inCD2 , to be observed starting at n
10. Consistent with this picture is the observation that the 
m axim um  m agnitude o f this cross section gradually in­
creases as the cluster size increases. Even so, the double 
dehydrogenation reactions to form  N in C + are still facile in 
these systems, such that these cross sections are m uch larger 
than those o f N in CD^ . The facility o f double dehydrogena­
tion is also observed in the Fen +  CD4 reaction system, al­
though here the single dehydrogenation reaction is observed 
for all cluster sizes. The facility of dehydrogenation by these 
metals m ay be one reason why nickel and iron are used as 
catalysts industrially in the steam -reform ing process, CH4 
+  H2O -> C O + 3 H 2 .
The form ation of N i2CD3 and N i2D + in the dim er sys­
tem  m ust occur by sim ple bond cleavage from  the 
D -N i2 - C D 3 intermediate, sim ilar to the m echanism  for re­
action o f the m onom er with m ethane.60 Unlike the m onom er 
and dimer, larger nickel clusters do not form  N inCD3 prod­
ucts. This is likely to be a m atter o f experim ental sensitivity 
com bined with the fact that form ation o f this product is in­
hibited by angular m om entum  conservation considerations. 
Simply, the reduced m ass o f the N iBCD3 +  D product chan­
nel is about 2 amu, whereas that for the N inD + +  CD3 prod­
uct channel approaches 18 amu, com parable to the reduced 
m ass o f the N ^  +  CD4 reactants (about 20 amu). Because 
orbital angular m om entum  is largely conserved in these bi- 
m olecular reactions, the phase space available to the 
N inCD3 +  D product channel is m uch smaller than that asso­
ciated with the N inD + +  CD3 product channel.
As shown above by therm odynam ic arguments, small 
am ounts o f N iC D ^ + N iD  and N i2CD3 +  NiD are observed 
for reactions o f the dim er and trimer, respectively. The for­
m ation o f secondary products N in_ iC D + is also concom itant 
w ith neutral N iD. Clusters larger than N i7 show an addi­
tional path to the form ation of N in_ jD + corresponding to 
loss o f N iCD 3 neutral. These observations provide direct evi­
dence that C -D  bond activation by m etal clusters produces 
an interm ediate where the D and CD3 ligands are bound to 
different nickel atoms, as suggested above. It seems likely 
that this is true for all clusters even though com parable ob­
servations are not m ade for n =  4 - 6 .  N in _ j CD3 +  NiD prod­
ucts are not observed for larger clusters, n >  3, probably be­
cause this m inor channel does not com pete effectively with 
the other m ajor reactions. Failure to observe N iCD 3 loss for 
sm aller clusters, n < 7, m ay be because smaller clusters have 
short lifetim es such that there is insufficient tim e for the 
m igration o f D and CD3 to the rem ote sites needed for this 
process.
VI. CONCLUSION
The kinetic energy dependences o f the reactions o f size- 
specific nickel cluster cations (n =  2 - 1 6 )  with deuterated 
m ethane are exam ined in a guided ion beam  tandem  mass 
spectrometer. We report cross sections for seven to ten reac­
tions for each cluster system, all o f w hich exhibit thresholds. 
The m ain reactions observed are 1 , 2 , and 4 to form  
N iKD + , N iKC + , and N inCD2 , respectively. Analyses o f the 
energy dependence o f both prim ary and secondary routes to 
N iKD + , N iKC + , and N iKC D + products provide two indepen­
dent values for the bond energies for each cluster to D, C, 
and CD, which are in good agreem ent. In the case of 
N inCD2 , there are barriers o f about 0.6 eV in excess o f the 
endotherm icity o f the initial dehydrogenation reaction for n 
1 and 2. These barriers are believed to lie in the exit 
channel.60 For larger clusters, m ethane activation to form  
N inCD2 exhibits thresholds of 0.9 0.1 eV values, which are 
believed to include small barriers 0.3 0.4 eV  in excess of 
the therm ochem istry for dehydrogenation. In analogy with 
the m echanism  for reaction o f iron cluster cations with 
m ethane,15 these barriers are believed to lie in the initial 
dissociative chem isorption steps.
Best estim ates for C, CD, CD2, and CD3 binding ener­
gies to cationic nickel clusters are obtained from  analyses of 
these m ultiple reactions pathways. The relative magnitudes 
in D, C, CD, CD2 , and CD3 bond energies to the nickel 
cluster cations are consistent with sim ple bond order consid­
erations single, triple, triple, double, and single bond orders, 
respectively . Com parison o f these values to lim ited experi­
m ental inform ation for binding o f D, C, and O Ref. 19 
atom s to surfaces suggests that our experim ental bond ener­
gies for larger clusters provide reasonable estim ates for heats 
o f adsorption to nickel surfaces. As no experim ental infor­
m ation is available for m olecular species binding to surfaces, 
the therm ochem istry derived here for clusters bound to CD, 
CD2 , and CD3 using D as a m odel provides the first ex­
perim ental therm odynam ic inform ation on such m olecular 
species. These values are in reasonable accord with theoret­
ical estim ates for C, CD, CD2 , and CD3 binding to Ni
surfaces.88
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